Welcome to

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY LONG BEACH

SEVENTY-THIRD ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES

California State University, Long Beach is a member of the 23-campus California State University (CSU) system. The initial college, known then as Los Angeles-Orange County State College, was established on January 29, 1949, and has since grown to become one of the state's largest universities.

The first classes in 1949 were held in a converted apartment building on Anaheim Street and the cost to enroll was just $12.50. The 169 transfer students selected from the 25 courses offered in Teacher Education, Business Education, and Liberal Arts which were taught by 13 faculty members.

Enrollment increased in 1953 when freshman and sophomore students were admitted.

Expansion, in acreage, degrees, courses and enrollment continued in the 1960s, when the educational mission was modified to provide instruction for undergraduate and graduate students through the addition of master's degrees.

In 1972, the California Legislature changed the name to California State University, Long Beach. Today, more than 37,000 students are enrolled at Cal State Long Beach, and the campus annually receives high rankings in several national surveys.

What students find when they come here is an academic excellence achieved through a distinguished faculty, hard-working staff and an effective and visionary administration. The faculty's primary responsibility is to create, through effective teaching, research and creative activities, a learning environment where students grow and develop to their fullest potential.

Today you are attending one of seven Commencement Ceremonies, taking place over four days, to celebrate the accomplishments of the more than 9,000 graduates and candidates. They are earning doctoral, master’s and bachelor’s degrees as well as credentials and certificates. We are proud of our graduating students, who now go forward to serve society.

Welcome to our 73rd annual Commencement Ceremonies.
Dear Graduate,

Today, you join more than 355,000 fellow Cal State Long Beach alumni who are contributing to their communities and reshaping the world we live in. On behalf of the entire Beach Family; congratulations on your achievement. You have reached a significant milestone in your life, and we are proud to count you among those who call The Beach “home.”

During this celebration, I know you must be feeling appreciation to those who have supported and loved you throughout your educational journey. I encourage you to think about those who touched your life, as well as those whose lives you have lifted up. Savor the memories of the relationships, friendships and connections you made here; they will be with you for the rest of your life.

Whatever your course in life is, I know that you have been equipped to make this world a better place. You proven this during your time here: you contributed to our community in ways that helped make CSULB one of the most diverse, vibrant and transformative communities anywhere in the world.

As you join fellow graduates in celebrating this landmark moment, realize this is not the end of your “learning journey.” There is always more to learn, explore and understand. Today’s ceremony marks a start, not a conclusion – today can be a new beginning. Remember that The Beach can be your partner for lifelong learning.

Finally, please know that your presence here has inspired us and continues to drive us. Because of you, we are a better campus. I know you will carry that spirit forward and continue achieving, leading, inspiring and succeeding as an alum. I encourage you to stay connected, personally and professionally with your alma mater. You will always be a member of this community.

Go Beach!

Sincerely,

Jane Close Conoley, Ph.D.
President

---

Dear Class of 2022,

Please accept my warmest and most heartfelt congratulations on achieving a truly momentous goal in your life. You set your sights on earning a degree; and now, that goal is a reality. That is a wondrous accomplishment, and I hope you feel a well-deserved sense of pride.

I hope you are filled with a sense of kinship and gratitude, as well. So many people have given so much to enable your success: faculty who illuminated your academic path; counselors, advisors, librarians, coaches and support staff who fostered an encouraging environment; family, friends, mentors and colleagues who gave their time and treasures to facilitate your journey. As you celebrate your success, please remember to celebrate their support as well.

Unlike any other graduating class, your university experience has been shaped in extraordinary ways by more than two years of a global pandemic. During those years, you have developed and honed attributes that will benefit you for a lifetime. Your resilience and adaptability will become career strengths. Your creativity and resourcefulness will define you. Your courage and determination are, in my eyes, already legendary. While it might have been different than the college experience you envisioned when you started your journey, these years have made you sharper, tougher, brighter and more purpose-driven than ever before.

With this rite of passage we call “commencement,” you will join a dynamic, global network of more than four million California State University alumni. They are a remarkable force for good, and I am certain that your addition will multiply their contributions to our communities, to our state and to the world. I ask that you use the knowledge, skills and personal qualities you have developed to work for justice, to seek opportunities to foster equity, and to always uplift and empower others. Stay connected to your campus and look for ways to give back. Support future generations who aspire to follow in your footsteps.

As you step boldly into your future, I know I speak for every member of the California State University community when I express our collective pride in your perseverance and success. Your resolve shines as a symbol of hope and optimism. Again, congratulations, class of 2022!

Sincerely,

Jolene Koester
Interim Chancellor
THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

The College of Engineering at the California State University, Long Beach, is proud to be recognized as one of the premier Engineering Colleges in the western USA and a leader in providing high quality affordable education, in a teaching-intensive, research-driven environment. The mission of the College of Engineering is to serve the State of California and the nation by graduating well-prepared professionals, who are provided with excellent education and training in the fundamentals of their discipline through a combination of theory and hands-on laboratory practices, and who are provided with the ability and skills to expand knowledge and transform complex ideas into working systems. Research, innovation, development and technology transfer are integral part of the COE mission with a long history of engagements with diverse industries for advancement of engineering technologies.

The College of Engineering provides baccalaureate degree programs in engineering, engineering technology, and computer science. Engineering programs include aerospace, biomedical, chemical, civil, computer, construction management, environmental, electrical, and mechanical. Engineering Technology programs include computer and electronics.

Master of Science degrees are offered in aerospace, chemical, civil, electrical, and mechanical engineering, and in computer science, engineering management and interdisciplinary engineering. In addition 58 students have graduated from our joint Ph.D. program (with The Claremont Graduate University) in Engineering and Industrial Applied Mathematics (now titled Engineering and Computational Mathematics) with 22 students are currently enrolled in the program.

For the academic year 2021-22, the College of Engineering enrolled over 5,000 undergraduate and graduate students. With more than 240 Tenure/Tenure-Track and adjunct faculty and over 50 supporting staff and more than 40 state of the art research laboratories and testing facilities, the COE has extensive relations and partnerships with major aerospace, utilities, biomedical, construction, chemical, civil, electrical and mechanical engineering companies for joint project activities and for providing internship and employment opportunities for our students and new graduates.

HONORS & AWARDS

GRADUATE DEAN’S LIST OF UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS AND ARTISTS
Daniella Andalon, Chemical Engineering
Dhara Bhadani, Computer Science
Aaron Choi, Aerospace Engineering
Maria El Asmar, Civil Engineering
Brandon Haugen, Mechanical Engineering
Chavisa Klunglukchup, Engineering (Mechanical)
Seungcheol (Paul) Oh, Electrical Engineering

DEPARTMENT OUTSTANDING BACCALAUREATE GRADUATES
Zakariya Saleh Amur Al Kharusi, Chemical Engineering
Matthew Born, Electrical Engineering
Ryan Cavanagh, Computer Science
Heaven-Isaiah Flores, Aerospace Engineering
Michelle Narolewska, Civil Engineering
Vi Nguyen, Mechanical Engineering
Nicole Reinking, Computer Engineering
Chung Thai, Biomedical Engineering
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Engineering and Industrial Applied Mathematics

Pouye Sedighian
Dissertation: Investigation of Chemotaxis in Neutrophil-Like HL-60 Cells in a 3D Collagen Matrix
Advisor: Perla Ayala

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Master of Science - Chemical Engineering

Daniella Andalon
Ruben Luevano
Guillermo Barrera Hinojosa
Monica Robles
Brenda De La Torre
Shamilia Seifuri
Andrea Lorena Dominguez
Changhee Song
Nader Ridha Gatsmi
Kevin Tang
Zayra Gonzalez
Thao Thi Thu Tran
Changhee Song
Isabel I. Turcios
Kevin Tang
Julio Cesar Zuniga

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Master of Science - Civil Engineering

Justin Bicol
Maggie Wayne Ly
Shethriyar Bukhari
Patricia Marie A. Macatugal
Anish Dhameleya
Pantea Matinrad
Maria El Asmar
Patricia Konkirati McCarthy
Saikumar Gampa
Shaney Miranda
Jessica Gonzalez
Andrea Gisela Mosqueda
Luis Enrique Gonzalez
Howin Park
Abhilash Reddy Gujjula
Nicolas Rueda
Noah Hamouche
Yeganeh Sadeghi
Pritam Katawal
Meetsingh Udaypratap Singh
Timothy Hyon Lee
Bennett Charles Wenz
Zeel Yogeshbhai Limbasiya
Alliester Gerardo Lopez

COMPUTER ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE

Master of Science - Computer Engineering & Computer Science

FNU Aayoush
Patrick Espino
Raveena Allam
Ana Fisher
Arin Babayan
Joseph Noble Freedman
Abdul Baqi
Roshan Gardi
Dhara Dineshbhai Bhadani
Upasana Garg
Tejash Bhakta
Siddhesh Shamsundar Gawde
Lilabeth Blandon
Akshay Gujjar
Dillon Jacob Brown
Rachel Hanspal
Kevin Chao
Harsh Manoj Jain
Srinjoy Chatterjee
Melissa Hazlewood
Abhijit Milind Chaudhary
Rowan Lyon Herbert
Aimee Christian
Sheng-Hung Hung
Sudheer Dadala
Sonu Anna Jacob
Yuhui Deng
Samruddhi Nitin Kahane
### ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

**Master of Science - Electrical Engineering**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Student Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sushma S. Kallapur</td>
<td>Mamta Tushar Pednekar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunice Kang</td>
<td>Steven Huynh Phung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamil Khan</td>
<td>Mayank Pidiha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourav Khan</td>
<td>Vidyadhar Raghunadh Naidu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sung-tae Lee</td>
<td>Nirosha Sadinidhi Vijayan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun Li</td>
<td>Parth Hiteshbhai Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerardo Lopez</td>
<td>Monil Jayendrabhai Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Loan Mai</td>
<td>Meet Nitin Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonic Mejia</td>
<td>Pragya Sharma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishigandha Kishor Mhaisne</td>
<td>Himanshi Shukla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson Hebert Minaya</td>
<td>Gagandeep Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivek Kumar Mishra</td>
<td>Anurag Panchraj Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raj Mchanty</td>
<td>Shiva Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nihal Kumar Mothukuri</td>
<td>Soheanith Sok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeshwanth Pabba</td>
<td>Pooya Sridharan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhavana Pabba</td>
<td>Tanha Talavia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepa Padhee</td>
<td>Aditi Tomar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankit Panwar</td>
<td>Michael Vinh Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikhil Ereshkumar Parekh</td>
<td>Kenny Ung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vatsal Patel</td>
<td>Durgesh Omprakash Valecha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prathamesh Rajaram Patil</td>
<td>Santosh Narayana Vanteddu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayur Prahad Patil</td>
<td>Gayathri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankit Pattanayak</td>
<td>Taher Murtuza Yora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Louis Yang</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MECHANICAL & AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

**Master of Science - Mechanical Engineering**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Student Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samnangdona An</td>
<td>Brandon Mai Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepika Arumugam</td>
<td>Reed Cameron Osaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasdeep Singh Chera</td>
<td>Dishant Rameshbhai Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed Ismail El Hofty</td>
<td>Vikram Pole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristian Figueroa</td>
<td>Divya Manojkumar Potla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Omar Franco</td>
<td>Nathaniel Tovar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanuel Atakilty Hailemariam</td>
<td>Alvin Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Karout</td>
<td>James Punay Valencia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrique Manzo</td>
<td>Daniel Patrick Wassenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rally Benjamin Mateo</td>
<td>Wesley Morgan Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravi Narendrabhai Monani</td>
<td>Adil Zafar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Master of Science - Aerospace Engineering**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Student Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kashyap Maheshkumar Acharya</td>
<td>Diego M. Marzal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farhan Tanjim Alam</td>
<td>George Clayton Mitchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Alvarado</td>
<td>Pomeroy Eric Mohabir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denzel Philip Belleza</td>
<td>Loay Mohamed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Daniel Cardona</td>
<td>Phi Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Cervantes</td>
<td>Anthony Rasca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaren Cortes</td>
<td>Jose Roberto Rivera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Eduardo Cruz Carranza</td>
<td>Payam Sasani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armando Gamez</td>
<td>Pyae Su</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Gonzalez</td>
<td>Amanul Sunesara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian S. Guerra</td>
<td>Jose Antonio Tapia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Ara Harboyan</td>
<td>Farnaz Vakili</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Master of Science - Computer Engineering & Computer Science, continued..**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Student Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Macaraeg Sarmiento</td>
<td>Kenneth Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Po Pwint Phyu Thin</td>
<td>Matthew Robert Barnhart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Yang</td>
<td>Chavisa Klunglukchup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quinton Huy Pham</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Bachelor of Science - Biomedical Engineering

Abe A. Alrawi
Cory Adam Arnold
Salvador Barragan
Elleni Asrat Bekele
Luke E. Bender
Alara Blofield
Tess Boehm
Kelli Diane Cassacia
Jorge Cortes
Justin Mel Cortez
Emily Elizabeth Dayringer
Azziz Elmahi
Kasra Farahbod
Natalie Garcia
Moses Esau George
Christian Hernandez
Hieu Han Ho
Megan Marie Launder
Alberto Adriel Lopez
Garrett Marks
Amanda Marie Martinez
Jonathan Mathew
Alexis Camille Mendoza
Jessica Marie Mendoza
Carolina Mireles
Keith Anthony Naqvi
Emily Ngo
Thaotho Hoang Nguyen
Vivian T. Nguyen
Thao Yen Nguyen

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Bachelor of Science - Chemical Engineering

Elias Aguilar Escobar
Zakariya Saleh Amur Al Kharusi
Justyn William Amann
Elizabeth Bravo
Jack William Brubaker
Abel Allen Echon Bunyi
Mary Joy Calina
Jesus Castro Rangel
Andrew Robert Cavalier
David Chaparro
Jose Antonio Charles

Kain Alan Coleman
James Jared Cox
Kyle Crosby
Nguyen Cam Thuy Dam
Charlotte Meghan Deardorff
Ashara Demarest
Kamaljit Devi
Victoria Diaz
Alvin Do
Miguel Angel Fajardo
Bradley Floom
Bachelor of Science - Chemical Engineering, continued...

Brian Florido
Travis Jacobs Foust
Diego Frausto
Justine Castociano Geronimo
Alexa Janae Hanson
Michelle Ly Heng
Ryan D. Hoang
Sam Quang Huynh
Adrian Maguad Isidro
Michael Jaime
Joel Jimenez
James Song Kato
Kevin Anthony Katz
Kengo Kawa
Laurianne Lair
Preferred Name
Nhi Le
Thanh Kim Le
Giovanne Limas
Victoria Magallanes
Jia Kang Mao
Mahshid Mashayekhi
Kevin Ruben Medina
Jose Joaquin Mercado-Solis
Byron Joel Merlos
Kenan Midani
Makena Miller
Javier Monroy
Kelly Mieko Morimoto
Mahmoud Morsy
Dustin Ngo
August Nguyen
Duy Thanh Nguyen
Jeremy Lanz Nicodemus
Brian Anthony Novoa
Oswaldo Emanuel Ochoa
Damielle Infante Paguio
Rosa Zulema Palacios
Andrew Robert Palmer
Justin Perez
Leticia Perez
Nguyen Le Hainh Phan
Alek Guillermo Quiles
Apollonia Aileen Quinones
Mayra Veronica Ramirez
Frances Rangel
Alexi Maria Reed
Rachel Alice Rivera
Marcela Rojas Rembo
Agustin Nicomedes Romero
Marcus Sanchez
Alex Antonio Saravia
Zack Sherwood
Reema Shinh
Becky Siharath
Brandon Adan Silva
Shane Hunter Smeaton
Maria Guadalupe Soto
Jason Sun
Brandon Ta
Brooke Lynn Taylor
Ivy Thai
Tho Huynh Truong
Cesar Alexis Ubiluz
John Michael Vallada
Alfonso Rodrigo Villalobos
Nhan Vinh
Lisa Vu
Kurt Christoph Walti
David Wardak
Jose Tomas Atienzo
Ahmad A. Awdad
Janae Folasade Awoniyi
Do Hyun Back
Angelina Marie Banda
Samuel Lee Barclay
Claire Cecilia Barr
Alexis Basilio
Haley Beaver
Andres Bernal
Bronell Bet Gorevare Gogtapesh
Douglas Ross Boyd
Jamal Branbo
Nidal Branbo
Griffin Brown
Brandon Wade Bryant
Janelle Bongato Buguisan
Edgar Eduardo Cabrales
Jacqueline Camacho
Brittany Jayda Campbell
Henry Canete
Jake Hoang Cao
Yesenia Cardenas
Mark Caserma
George Cervantes
Angel Cesareo
Juliane Pearsall Chambers
Garrett Augustine Coker
Victor Cruz
Anay Cruz
Ivan Cruz
Joelyn Del Angel
Giovanni Diaz De Leon
Johnny T. Doan
Gregory Matthew Dodge
Jordan Tyler Douangmala
Andrew N. Eskander
Bryan H. Espinoza
Miguel Angel Esquivias
Rafic Ahmad Fanous
Alexander Felix
Narnir Felix
Jasmine Fontanilla
Andrew Malik Foster
Genovevo Franco
Erika Elizabeth Galvan
Elizabeth Garcia
Benjamin Garcia
Shayne Lauren Garcia
Angel Garcia
Cristian C. Garcia-Puentes
Hector Garcia-Gomez
Binyam Tesfay Gebregergs
Jose Pablo Gonzalez Barba
Eva Gonzalez Gomez
Hernan Gutierrez Angel
David K. Han
Angaelos Habeeb Hanna
Sean Hanson
Edward Charles Harris
Taylor Hartman
Eduardo Herrera
Isabella Lorain Herrera
Hung Nguyen Quoc Ho
Andrew Quan Jee Hong
Alif Hossain
Paulo Gabriel Mendoza Iglesia
John Paul Gem peso Isip
Fabian Jacinto
Adriana Lizbeth Jimenez
Ambreen Khan
Greg Kolosov
Michelle Lam
Raymond Lam
Laura Langford
Michael Lanzone
Preferred Name
William Leal
Gabino Leon
Xipeng Li
Edgar Juvenal Lopez Bustillos
Sean Christian Low
Kenneth Nicolas Luna
Kalid Martin Luna Santana
Tai Chi Luu
Krizsa Alvarez Magalong
Stephanie G. Martin
Jessy Martinez
Jonathan Massimo
Ravi Michael Mazin
Andres Mejia
Eddie J. Mendoza
Janelle Christine Mercado
Victor Hugo Mercado
Kyle Bryant Briones Monte
Brandon Montero
Christian Montes
Mayar Morsy
Michelle Narolewska
Emily Eliren Nevarez
Jessica Huyen Nguyen
Vy Huynh Trong Nguyen
Franklin Nolpho
Patrick OCONNELL
Nicholas Craig Olivas
Randy Sovutharak Ou

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Bachelor of Science - Civil Engineering

Majd Aboulhosn
Emmanuel Ezimano Abrifor
Landon Karl Acevedo
Federico Acuna
Austin M. Adams
Toni Olivia Aguilar
Khadija Al Baloshi
Saud Mohamed Al Harrasi
Faisal Younis Qasim Siddiq Al Hashim
Shathan Nasser Saif Alhina
Ishmel David Rasheed Albert
Dara J. Alcazar-Dulcey
Bryan S. alfaro
Solaiman Alhatlani
Musfiquar Ali
Kareem Ali
Asma Aljazzar
Ahmed Essam Amrarry
Kourosh Armin
Arpa Arakelian
Adis Arakelian
David Arias

Jose Tomas Atienzo
Ahmad A. Awad
Janae Folasade Awoniyi
Do Hyun Back
Angelina Marie Banda
Samuel Lee Barclay
Claire Cecilia Barr
Alexis Basilio
Haley Beaver
Andres Bernal
Bronell Bet Gorevare Gogtapesh
Douglas Ross Boyd
Jamal Branbo
Nidal Branbo
Griffin Brown
Brandon Wade Bryant
Janelle Bongato Buguisan
Edgar Eduardo Cabrales
Jacqueline Camacho
Brittany Jayda Campbell
Henry Canete
Jake Hoang Cao
Yesenia Cardenas
Mark Caserma
George Cervantes
Angel Cesareo
Juliane Pearsall Chambers
Garrett Augustine Coker
Victor Cruz
Anay Cruz
Ivan Cruz
Joelyn Del Angel
Giovanni Diaz De Leon
Johnny T. Doan
Gregory Matthew Dodge
Jordan Tyler Douangmala
Andrew N. Eskander
Bryan H. Espinoza
Miguel Angel Esquivias
Rafic Ahmad Fanous
Alexander Felix
Narnir Felix
Jasmine Fontanilla
Andrew Malik Foster
Genovevo Franco
Erika Elizabeth Galvan
Elizabeth Garcia
Benjamin Garcia
Shayne Lauren Garcia
Angel Garcia
Cristian C. Garcia-Puentes
Hector Garcia-Gomez
Binyam Tesfay Gebregergs
Jose Pablo Gonzalez Barba
Eva Gonzalez Gomez
Hernan Gutierrez Angel
David K. Han
Angaelos Habeeb Hanna
Sean Hanson
Edward Charles Harris
Taylor Hartman
Eduardo Herrera
Isabella Lorain Herrera
Hung Nguyen Quoc Ho
Andrew Quan Jee Hong
Alif Hossain
Paulo Gabriel Mendoza Iglesia
John Paul Gem peso Isip
Fabian Jacinto
Adriana Lizbeth Jimenez
Ambreen Khan
Greg Kolosov
Michelle Lam
Raymond Lam
Laura Langford
Michael Lanzone
Preferred Name
William Leal
Gabino Leon
Xipeng Li
Edgar Juvenal Lopez Bustillos
Sean Christian Low
Kenneth Nicolas Luna
Kalid Martin Luna Santana
Tai Chi Luu
Krizsa Alvarez Magalong
Stephanie G. Martin
Jessy Martinez
Jonathan Massimo
Ravi Michael Mazin
Andres Mejia
Eddie J. Mendoza
Janelle Christine Mercado
Victor Hugo Mercado
Kyle Bryant Briones Monte
Brandon Montero
Christian Montes
Mayar Morsy
Michelle Narolewska
Emily Eliren Nevarez
Jessica Huyen Nguyen
Vy Huynh Trong Nguyen
Franklin Nolpho
Patrick OCONNELL
Nicholas Craig Olivas
Randy Sovutharak Ou
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\[\text{Bachelor of Science - Civil Engineering, continued...}\]

Sebastian Joseph Paredero
Minwoo Park
Trevis Anthony Peacock
Kenny Emmanuel Perez
Daniel Dang Pham
Brian Matthew Pinsky
Bri Prado
Myra Quispe
Albert Sebastian Raez Aristondo
Carlos Ramirez
Jose Armando Ramirez
Kenneth Andrew Ramirez
Ulises Octavio Reyes Olivares
Reynaldo Benedict
Christopher Allen Robertson
Devon Rey Robinson
Hassan Haissam Salloum
Mario Sanchez Garcia, Jr.
Jade Kimberly Sanders
David Jonathan Sather
Anthony Cristopher Segura Kobayashi
Cristero Ivan Sevilla-Esparza
Alexander Shaw I. Shaw
Nick James Shido
Carlos Armando Sillas
Daniel Armando Sillan
Daniel Smiley

\[\text{CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT}\]

\[\text{Bachelor of Science - Construction Engineering Management}\]

Missac Gonzalez
Reynel Brito Sanchez

\[\text{Bachelor of Science - Construction Management}\]

Sultan Abuzahra
Mohammad MI Al Saud
Derek Alcantara
Sepehr Amirjalali
Hussain Amori
Anton Adel Raaf Attia
Oscar Alejandro Baez Hernandez
Kai Daniel Burke
Oscar Carrizosa
Jorge Armando Colin Martinez
Tria Elektra Day
James Del Campo
Elijah Joseph Evers
Aisake Fahitaha Fifita
Jose Antonio Franco

Robert Gallardo
Zhaojia Gao
Damian Nicolas Garcia
Julissa Gordillo
Meairra N. Grayson
George Guirguis
Javier Guzman
Brett Andrew Haney
Wesley Allen Hendrix
Ahmed Ali Hussien
Yaman Mufid Jassam
Erik Daniel Jazan
Chris Keeffe
Savio Hao Le
Danny Lee

Corrine Xiaotong Li
Dusty Dale Lindelius
John Arielle Llanillo
Caroline M. Maldonado
Rene Alexander Martinez
Liliana Martinez
Jeremy Medina
Vipin Kumar Mehra
Gerardo Morales
Matthew Stephen Morris
Caroline Anisa Mouzaya
Ulysses Muniz
Anai Munoz-Bautista
Van T. Nguyen
Will T. Nguyen
Joel Padilla
Ricardo Parra
Albert Peregrina
Sergio Pineda
Paul Bryce Proctor
Matteo Francesco Puliti

Andrew Jon Putzier
Osberto Ramirez
Giovanni Ramirez
Jacob Reh
Ryan Ricardo
Ed Gabriel Rios Turcios
Alfredo Rivera
Daniel Ruvalcaba
Eduardo Salazar
Esteban Sandoval
Jorge Santana
Youssef Naim Serour
Ramy Shimel
Eric Gabriel Sierra
Jose Sollano
Reynaldo Soriano
Max Ray Stermlieb
Kurt Terriquez
Andy T. Vo
Justin Kha Vu
Steven Xiao

\[\text{COMPUTER ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE}\]

\[\text{Bachelor of Science - Computer Engineering}\]

Jeremiah Christer Florido Abad
Joseph Garcia
Jose Edwin Garcia
Andrew Jordan Kaleikaumaka Luna Gaspar
Michael Anthony Giaramito
Benjamin Graham Gilmore
Jimmy Gomez Blanco
Alex Gonzalez
Mackenzee Isabella Gormican-Navarro
Jason Viray Gutierrez
Terrence Hamilton
Ryan T. Heng
Ethan Paul Hua
Lean Isaiah Laxamana
Daniel Young Lee
Martin Lee
Alfredo Leyva
Don Li
Kaiwen Liu
John Jeric Geronomo Macatula
Aaron Tuan Mai
Evan Andres Marquez
Joseph Thomas Roderick Masterson
Geronimo Artemio Mendez
Justin Anthony Miller
Andrew Preecha Miyaguchi
Kelvin S. Montgomery
Zane Thomas Navorro
Bachelor of Science - Computer Engineering, continued...

Ethan Vu Nguyen
Dustin Vuong Nguyen
Kendrick Vi Nguyen
Kevin Van Nguyen
Ky Cao Nguyen
Farhad Nourbakhshehababadi
Cristian Louis O’Neil
Jaye Matthieu Perancullo
Josue Perez
Jasmine Ponce
Len Mui Quach
Giustine Macawili Rabin

Colin Joseph Creasman
Angel Cueva
Joseph Ray Cuebas
Joseph Cutrì
Daniel Dang
Steven Dang Dao
Eric Dao
Anthony Edison Dawson
Christopher Michael De Jong
Joshua Decano
Jarred Joseph Dee
Blake Cameron Del Rey
Max Del Rio
Vincent Paul Dela Cruz
Larry James Delgado
Jacob Lopez Delgado
Harsha Devisetty
Jean Dieb
Guanyu Ding
Vivian ThaoVy Dinh
Bjorn Charles Dittrich
Huan Trong Do
Selina Kim Do
Ly Bach Thao Do
Kevin Do
Quan Do
Omar Dominguez Ayala
Alexander Dung
Daniel Duong
Steven Duran
David Addison Eaton
Sarah Ernst
Juan Carlos Espino
Elijah Rey Espiritu
Gideon Essel
Zeinab Hassan Farhat
Mikayla Freitas
Brayan Samuel Fuentes Lopez
Samuel Garcia
Mark Gaspar
Shane Gilbert
Andrew Thomas Gomez
Jose I. Gomez
Aaron Antonio Gonzalez
Spencer Marcus Gravel
Logan Lir Gresko
Isahah Guardado
Raymond Antonio Guevara Lozano
Jacob Phillip Gurley
William Amadeus Guzman
Isabel Marie Guzman
Tony Ha
Amin Abdallah Hakem
Jonathan Dongwoo Ham
Amir Hammoud
Kali Tomomitsu Haneji
Michael Bradley Hannigan
Ryan Tyler Harrison
Rifat Hassan
Alexander Heaton
Johnathon Reza Heidari
Saul Hernandez
Joshua Hernandez
Brandon Hernandez
Adam Brock Hinkle
Jocelyn Hinojosa
Ryan Hoang
Matt Hoang
Ian Ho-Sing-Loy
Dixuan Huang
Mou Lue Huang
Antonio Carlos Hughes
Aaron Hung
Zack Aaron Hunter
Nicki Huynh
Alex Sun Hwang
Ryan Ignasiak
Joon Hyuck Im
Rami Iskender
Shujoby Islam
Muskaran Israni
Issa Issa
Shawn Joseph
Sydney Kao
Kris Clay Kath
Sooyoung George Kawasaki
Omar Kermiche
Osman Khan
Britney Thuy Khuu
Frank W. Kim
Jakub Martin Koziol
Michael Kriesel
Alec Asher Kustanovich
David Ha-Young Kwon
Min Hein Htet Kyaw
Dustin Vuong Lam
Christian Thach Lam
Michael Allen Lamera
Erina Lara
Tea Anne-Lise Vivian Laurey
Jessie Lazo
Cindie Vy Le
Fiona Le
Kayla Mia Leang
Bachelor of Science - Computer Science, continued...

Donovan Lee
Christopher Lee
Grant William Leech
Hunter Lewis
Alice Li
Max Teh-Yuan Liew
Lawrence Lim
Gregory Litman-Navarro
Zixi Liu
Estefania D. Lopez Jimenez
Tanner Lowthorp
Richard Sun Lu
Andrew Jordan Lucas
Christian Bernabe Lucatero
Sarah Lum
John Quang-Truong Luu
Michael Maalouf
Ian Gabriel B. Macabulos
Aarón Manithep
Glizelle Marie Mapa
Caitlin Natalie Martinez
Thomas Patrick McSwain
Jordan Mendez
Luis Enrique Mendoza
Dmitry Merezhko
John Messina
Bilan Abdirashid Mohamed
Louis Nuguid Monfiero
Daniel Alexander Monge
Daniel Monje
Nathaniel Monte De Ramos
Hoyeon Moon
Howard Hyunwoo Moon
Bryan Lee Moore
Ashur Motlagh
Ali I. Mourad
Andressa Murakami
Galen Kenji Nakama
Matthew Takao Nakayama
Jonathan William Ngele
Paul Nguyen
Hoang H. Nguyen
Daniel Tung Nguyen
Ivy Nguyen
Viet Hoang Nguyen
Justin Michael Nguyen
Long Nguyen
Jonathan Thuan Nguyen
Hanson Kiet Nguyen
Derek Minh Nguyen
Bryan Nguyen
Alexandra Hao Tam Nguyen
Dorothy Le Nguyen
Jonathan Nguyen-Pham
Yuvika Nibber
Bradley Nickle
Logan Daniel Nieto
Curtis Kenjiro Nishihira
Brent Satoshi Nishioka
Bailey Norman
Seth Christopher Oglesby
Onyedikachi Benjamin Okenwa
Nkechindu Okorie
Teddy Otieno Onditi
Brandon Ormeno
Matthew John Ortiz
Kristinann Erin Osborn
Geovanny Manuel Padilla
Varun Krishna Pappusetti
Cristian Pardo
Denise Paredes
Peter J. Park
Ji Park
Jay Park
Ben Junior Partida
Rutvi Birenkumar Patel
Parth Mukeshkumar Patel
Devashr Atulkumar Patel
Austin Lynn Patton
Marie Payad
Enrique Pena
Neiman Peralta
Jesus Perez
Samantha Perez
Christopher Daniel Perez
Alexander Pham
Bryan Pham
Duy Pham
Hieu Minh Pham
Pammy Isareya Poor
Jacob Ryan Pradels
Setha Proeung
Matthew Riley Quinn
Rishikesh Ramhit
David Ramirez
Daniel Aldrin Ramirez
Joshua De La Cruz Ramos
Leo Brandon Rauthouse
Naveene Frankei Raya
Colin Dean Rayburn
Cory Reardon
Joe Rebaza
Anthony Reyes
Breesy Reyes
Rios L. Rios
Victor M. Rodriguez
James Edward Rozsyпал
Rifa Saifeer Shah
Emily Sahuoyun
Scott Sakurai
Giovanni Esdil Salas Martinez
Julian Enrique Saldana
Tony Samaniego
Jacob Estacio Samson
John Marion Bondoc Sanchez
Rowland Usman Sanders
Jonathan Saucedo
Nathan Joseph Savas
Lennox Jordan Scott
Cole Liao Seaton
Eddie Seng
Katherine Anne Seng
John Seo
Adrian T. Seth
Shaan Rae Shariff
Yiang Shen
Tonya Louise Shulkey
Lesly Ivette Silva
Jaideep Singh
Brenda Leticia Solis
Luke Hiroshi Sunaoka
Kyle Rodney Sung
Jacob Takeshi Sunaoka
Rithanga Sey Suon
Ryan Suos
Nicholas Sutton
Devin Suy
An Duy Ta
Zaid Tabbba
Jacen Din Tan
Ricky Tan
Sze Man Tang
Jeremiah Scott Tassinari
Nathan Minh Taylor
John Philip Teano
Jenish Jignesh Thanki
Tyler Andrew Thorin
Helen To
Chris Andres Tobar
Steven Yasuhiko Toda
Gavin Tom
Ervin Jerome Torres
Albert Toscano
Brian Kim Tran
Jimmy Vu Tran
Victor Tran
Annie Thuyen Tran
Dan Tran
John Tran
Khai Hi Trinh
Toan Trinh
Jimmy Truong
Eric Hokman Truong
Celeste Angelique Tubon
Jose Jovanhy Uriarte
Kamakshi Vaish
Sebastian Ricardo Valencia
Joshua Aaron Vallido
George Vargas
Keval Manish Varia
Sebastian Antonio Vasquez
Jose Salvador Vasquez
Sebastian Vasquez
Jeffrey Viramontes
Michelle Quynhanh Vo
Nhan Thanh Vo
Kevin Tuan Huy Vu
Matthew Chinh Vu
Peter Quang Vu
Bryan Vu
Brian Vuong
Deron Michael Washington
Jacob Waters
Dylan R. Watson
Keira Wong
Nicholas D. Wong
Yazmin Beatriz Yanez
Pichsorita Yim
Louie Yonzon
Jey Chua Ysalina
Naeun Yu
Binkang Yu
Matthew Joshua Zaldana
Miguel Zavala
Dening Zhang
Edmund Zhou
## ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

**Bachelor of Science - Electrical Engineering**

Diana Angela Abanto Roxanne Abas De Guzman
Michael Abbott Siegfred Anthony Cortes Del Mar
Amha Gebremariam Aberra Zuriel Libres Dela Cruz
Michael Rudy Acosta Lourdes Villaruz Desales
Nicholas Danforth Adams Martin The Minh Quan Do
Justin Aaron Fernandez Aguilar John Rester Corneta Dungo
Ali Almarri Lorilei Ann Epps
Abdulla Abdulrahman Al-mohammed Adam Encinas
Saqr Almuraikhi Blas Santiago Enriquez
Abdulla Al Naemi Caleb G. Epps
Michael Alessi Anamaria Esparza
Khalid Alghamdi Daniel Espinoza
Saff Almarar Metalem Asmare Fentie
Joel Andrade Bryan Andrew Fewell
Luke Tatsuya Araiza Jared Finan
Dino Asmar Ryan Chad Foster
Gabriel Ayala Rudy Franco
Ifeoma Chukwudurnebi Baadi Devin Freiman
Safy Almarar Arres Paris Garcia
Abreha Elhawash Andres Barboza Wyatt David Garcia
Tearsa B. English Wilbert Ramirez Garcia
Thomas Bender Dayana Dolores Garcia Alvarez
Andrew Barbozo Enrique Garnica
Amha Gebremariam Aberra Mario A. Gasca
Michael Rudy Acosta Jackson Gastelum
Nicholas Danforth Adams Emmanuel Geniz
Justin Aaron Fernandez Aguilar Jason Giang
Ali Almarri Israel Christopher James Gomez
Abdulla Abdulrahman Al-mohammed Fernando Gonzalez
Saqr Almuraikhi Andrew John Haines
Abdulla Al Naemi Mark Ganda Handria
Michael Alessi Joseph Anthony Hartman
Khalid Alghamdi Saul Hernandez
Saff Almarar Stephen Michael Hersh
Abreha Elhawash Sean Hien Hoang
Tearsa B. English Brian Xiao Di Huang
Andrew Barboza Matthew Ibarra
Amha Gebremariam Aberra Nathan Ince
Michael Rudy Acosta Danny Lojan Jorquez
Nicholas Danforth Adams Jhayrieson Damaso Justo
Justin Aaron Fernandez Aguilar Brian Bo Kang
Ali Almarri Taehui Kim
Abdulla Abdulrahman Al-mohammed Nahom A. Kinfe
Saqr Almuraikhi Samuel Kimera Kisaka
Abdulla Al Naemi John Anthony Kraliman
Michael Alessi Kristoffer Renz Lane
Khalid Alghammi Wyatt Ray Law
Saff Almarar Nguyen Dinh Le
Abreha Elhawash Viviana H. Le

## ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

**Bachelor of Science - Computer Engineering Technology**

Christian Jesus Lifonzo Donovan Bryce Agnew
Alexander Jackson Littleton Joshua Savas Armezquita
Jonathan Geovanni Lopez Melinda Deanna Ferman
Wally Lozano Diaz Miguel Alberto Flores
Olivia Lydick William Raul Garcia
Andrew Ted Majorkiewicz Sergio Antonio Garcia
Mark Eizen Rodriguez Malana
Alysia Page Maldonado
Juan M. Martinez
Jorge Mendoza
Richard Mendoza
Alberto Meneses
Raul Fernando Molina
Miguel Angel Montanez
Jorge Morales
Anthony Christopher Morehouse
Justin Moua
Ciavash Mousavinia
Edgar Omar Munoz
Dakota Navarrete
Benjamin Chad Nepumuceno
Frank D. Nguyen
Duy Nguyen
John Huy Nguyen
Daniel Ryan Ormond
Eric Ornelas
Christian Anthony Orwig
Peter Paul Pablo
Walter Palaflo
Ruben Pena
Justin Bleza Pena
Erik Fabricio Perez
Khue Phung
Denil Poudel
Anthony N. Quintero
Prince Ramas
Isaia Ramirez
Giovani Neftail Ramirez
Nicholas Reihanabad
Jerrianne Resultay

Gabriel D. Rivas
Christopher Rodriguez
Mario Rodriguez
Yoanna Rodriguez
Joanna Ruiz
Rani Safi
Steve S. Salinas
Justin Michael Sanchez
Gerardo Rogelio Sanchez
Harrison Andrew Sanin
Blake Matthew Sarrett
Chadd Emanuel Saw
Kevon John Shue
Tanner Grant Smith
Marco Antonio Solano
Andrew Liev Stumpf
Brandon Lee Summers
Ryuta Suzuki
Quentin Sylwester
Ryan Santos Tabago
William Tadeo
Mingye Tang
Joacim Tapia
Deontae Taylor
Andre Eulalio Troncoso
Sai Kin Trung
Eric Truong
Eduardo Andre Ulibus
Ruvisela Unibe
Adrian Vazquez
Ryan Ray Vega
Javier Alejandro Velazquez
Raul Daniel Venegas
Christopher Payumo Villanueva
Gabrielle L. Wilson
Arthur N. Ymele
Raul Yparraguirre
Yafei Zhou
Hector Eduardo Zuniga

Donovan Bryce Agnew
Joshua Savas Armezquita
Melinda Deanna Ferman
Miguel Alberto Flores
William Raul Garcia
Sergio Antonio Garcia
Andres Garcia
Derek O. Kwon
Luka Malicanin
Richard Son
Carson Thomas Tyra
Bachelor of Science - Engineering Technology - Electronics Engineering Technology

Nosa Iyare Ebuehi
Robert Gonzales
Neil William Owens
Robin Letrondo Pastor

Shota Santiago
Parker Alan Schall
Jimmy Dung Truong

Bachelor of Science - Engineering Technology - Electronics Engineering Technology

Robert Gonzales Parker Alan Schall
Neil Willi
Hamzah Cassim Abbas
Tyler Kai Aguiler
Antonio Guadalupe Ahumada
David Alamo
Jalyssa Michelle Alejos
William Kyle Alexander
Nathan Allaire
Rafael Fabian Alvarez
Aris Mason Ammons
Brandon Allen Ansbro
Joel Guadalupe Arce
Mat Arnold
Ebin Donato Arroyo
Roop Singh Badesha
Matthew Stephen Berry
Benjamin Blaine Brimley
Jake David Brown
Jessanne Diaz Bulquerin
Shem Samuel Burns
Christopher James Canales
David Cansino
Kevin Caprioglio
Armando Cardenas
Denise Castaneda
Jonathan C-Ian Chan
Emilio Antonio Chavez
Bently Chen
Donnell Keanu Cline
Sebastian Benoit Coleman
Antonio Contreras
Bryan Alexander Cortez-Rodriguez
Luis Angel Cruz
Clyde Daniel
Danny Davila
Jose R. De La Pena
Jacob Thuy Do
Aaron Durham
Angel Alexander Escobar
Oscar Espinoza
Atif Farooq
Jessie Flanders
Heaven-Isahia Lucero Flores

Karrah Flores
Alexis Damian Garcia
Jessica Garcia Salgado
Diego Emmanuel Gomez
Alejandro Gomez
Alejandro Gonzalez
Jake Christopher Granone
Andrew Angel Guerrero
Stephen James Guiry
Aaron Manuel Gutierrez
Alexander Elijah Hessing
Tommy Michael Hirst
Kevin D. Ho
Nicholas Phuoc-Long Ho
Susan Huang
Kevin Minhduong Huynh
Sarah Kang
Elissa Khalek
Zohair Mohammad Khan
Jacky Kheang
Bryan Minh Le
Bryan Tu Le
Matthew Jesus Lemus
Diana Lopez
Alfredo Lopez
Angelica Luquin
Andy Luu
Jayden Maree
Jacob Markus
Angel Francisco Martinez
Nathaniel Hakan Martinez
Lesley McGimpsey
Rory Grant Meliss
Zuar Aaron Mendoza
Oliver Mendoza
Edgardo Michel
Fadwa Naji
Thomas Nguyen
Derek Hoang Nguyen
Thomas Dzung Linh Nguyen
Josh David Nullmeyer
Cesar Alexander Nunez

Bachelor of Science - Aerospace Engineering

Neville Miller
Ashley Jovany Abrego
Raymond Jonson Bagaygay
Sahil Singh Bains
Daniel A. Barfield
David Barno
Oscar Basurto
Jake Carl Beadles
Adam Joseph Bernacchi
Sophia Beshir
Sebastian Nicholas Bonilla
Beruska Elizabeth Boscarino
Trenton Joseph Brady
Patricia Anne Brown
Oscar Brown-Velasquez
David Brian Bushmeyer
Jesse Alexandar Bacon
Alyssa Lorraine Camacho
Noel Caro
Raymond Richard Carranza
Alfredo Carrillo
Scott Reed Carso
Zachary Alan Carter
Martin Castaneda
Joel Castaneda
Allan Castaneda
Uriel Castillo
Samid Ceballos
Tony Chen
Diego Alexander Chinchilla
Sheeldon Choi
Bachelor of Science - Mechanical Engineering, continued...

Sora Choshi
Matthew James Clark
Austin Clyde
Lance Christopher Collins
Brandon Lian Collins
Jack Andrew Corns
James Daniel Costley
Moussa Coulibaly
Bruno Eugenio Fonseca
Matthew James Brillo Darnaso
Quang Dang Dang
Jeff Dar Santos
Diana Karina Davalos
James Allen Davis
Chelsea Yvette De La Cruz
Devin Ryan Diaz
Dayana Contreras
Justin Rey Dighera
Cynthia Ni Do
Hugo Duran
Cristian Echeveste
Orion Patrick Ehrlich
Nicholas K. Enanoria
Hakob Enfiajyan
Hope Helena Feltchenberger
Kirk Ferguson
Isidro Flores
Corey Jacob Fraga
Roberto Abara Franco
Pablo Frayre Garcia
Alejandro Fregoso
Kenia Lorena Fuentes
Jeffery Furbush
Joshua Aidan Tortuya Galang
Jaylie Areana Tortuya Galang
Lloyd Joecess Galima
Sam Galloro
Mark Gannon
Eli Garcia
Alex DeMarcos Garcia
Andre Gayed
Ali Haydar Gobulukoglu
Aaron James Gonzalez
Ramiro G. Gonzalez
Oscar Alejandro Gonzalez
Jason Parry Gottschalk
Jose Rosendo Guardado
Rayssa Guerrero
Douglas Guzman
Blake E. Haley
Han Htoo Naing
James Cameron Harris
Brandon Joseph Healey
Diane Hernandez
Andrew Christopher Hernandez
Daniel Hernandez
Steven Hernandez
Francisco Javier Hernandez
Andrew Paul Hernandez
Salvador Hernandez Martinez
Ivan Alcides Herrera
Phillip Ho
Timothy Diaz Holandez
mohamad Louai Badralddin Hosmi
Richard Patrick Hough
Quennie Shannon Inga
Victor Gregory Inhelder
Owen A. Jardiniano
Luis Fernando Jarquin-Ruiz
Victor Brandon Jung
Ian Kennedy-McDonnell
Kai M. Kirsch
Hannah Rose Kotoff
Luis Fernando Lara Espinoza
John Andrew Laskey
Kenny Tran Le
Steven Anh Le
James Lee
Martha Judith Leiva Flores
Daral Leng
Daniel Lim
Alan Liu
Gabriel Lopez
Nallely Lopez
Carlos Anthony Lopez
Carlos Gutierrez Lopez
Joseph Regis Loision
Alex Lui
Richard Luong
Jimmy Ngo Ly
Dave Macadaan
Cole Macek
Matthew Mackey
Carlos Magallon
Elías Magana Urbano
DeLane Michael Magee
Kristopher Makepeace
Paulina Maldonado Figueroa
Isaiah Maravilla
Bryce Andrew Martin
Jonathan Martinez Lara
Catherine Martinez
Marcos Antonio Martinez
Daniel Mccutcheon
Kyle Anthony McDonnell
Eric Matthew McDonough
Austin Tilden McGee
Derek L. McHone
Sage Purple-Kurdt McNeil
Yves Shamin Medrano
Matthew Lawrence Miller
Kenneth Eric Miller
Christopher Daniel Miranda
Hirotu Miyamura
Gerard Mauricio Molina
Allen Abigail Mont-Rios
Michael Moore
Marcelo Taylor Morehouse
Christopher Moreno
Santos Steven Moreno
Matthew John Moslenko
Malia Murphy
Jordan Andrew Murray
Joshua Najera
Lori Nakamura
Connor Kenneth Christian Nelson
Leyri Ng
Phuc Ngo
Truong Nguyen
Dylan Hoang Nguyen
Carolyn Nguyen
Michael Hai Nguyen
Daniel Quang-Thai Nguyen
Justin T-Khang Nguyen
Christopher Duy Nguyen
Alex Nguyen
Luan Nguyen
Long Kim Nguyen
Huy Thien Nguyen
Vinnie Thi-Yen Nguyen
Huy Le Nguyen
Huy Quoc Nguyen
Dennis Vinh Khiem Nguyen
Francis Ilde Mariano Nicdao
Aryan Nikghar
Edwin Ulysses Noriega
Julie Num
Jasmine Renae Nunez
Nicholas Vincent Oakes
Ismael Padilla
Edgar Palacios
Leticia Pantoja
Seth Angel Pantoja
Donny Shin-Young Park
Naeth Sou Pel
Brandon Adam Penesa
Noosheen Peracha
Chanidu Aaron Perera
Mikaela Elliodara Aure Perey
David Alexander Perez
Samuel Perez
Mark Robert Pfankuch
Phu Vien Pham
Kyle Thi Em Pham
Vinh Thuy Pham
Michael George Phillips
Amiya Renee Pierce
April Pluma
Michael Overton Polard
Daniel Antonio Ponce
Kelly Steven Popolizio
Silvia Alejandra Preciado
Vanessa Quach
Justin Ternida Quilisadio
Manuel Quirarte
Ginalyn Tishawn Radcliffe
Vicky Ramirez Jauregui
Elvis Ramirez
Alberto Ramirez
Rodrigo Reynaga Ramirez
Fernando Ramirez Bello
Marco Antonio Rangel
Eddie Rangel
Carl Stephen Santos Rejuso
Jose Andres Resendiz Hernandez
Daniel Sanchez Reyes
Daniel Robert Rico
Steven Rios
Eric Rios
Bryce Zachary Roark
Francisco Rocha
Giovanni Rodriguez
Jessica Jen Rogado
Jared Ethan Rogers
Allan Rojas
Christopher R. Romero
Matthew Charles Ruane
Shay Alexander Sackett
Jason Foukouei Saephan
Susana Salazar
Jao L. San Agustin
James Sanalak
Emily Anne Sanchez
Oscar Sanchez Rodriguez
Heriberto Jesus Sandoval
Daisy Monzerrate Santiago
Bachelor of Science - Mechanical Engineering, continued...

Jurren Santillana
Samatha Christine Sany
Jeffrey Linh Sau
Stevan Saylor
Jonathan Wayne Schwan
Gage Aaron Scott
Abraham Emiliano Serrano
Narek Shahbandarian
Sarthak Narendra Sheladia
Kevin Robert Shelton
Daniel Shenouda
Jacob J. Shockley
Ziad Osman Shouman
Zachary Davis Showalter
FNU Shubharn
Kevin Slagle
Zoe S. Smith
Eymard Denrick Canlas Solideo
Cherng-Shiuan Song
Temistocles Paras Soriano
Diana Soriano Martinez
Philip Samuel Sroka
Derek Dean Stoudenmeyer
Jimmy Su
Luis Fernando Suarez
Lucas Edmund Swyden
Sini Orafiki Hao He Lotu Tautuaa
Jeray Brandon Terrell
Anton Thong
Evan Thurman
Francis Renz Padiangan Tolentino
Andrew Julian Torres
Sarah Gillian Torres
Martin Humberto Torres
Arniel R. Torres
Daniel Torres
Julianna Tovar
Arison Tran
Thong Thieu Tran
Henry Tran
Huukie Phan Tran
Tuan Truong
Phung N. Truong
Christopher Alexander Tsoi-a-sue
Edrei Urbano Garcia
Kayla Nicole Victoria Valencia
Nguyen Huu Van
Michael-Cezar Cabanag Vasquez
Jesse Mario Vazquez
Luis Samuel Velasco
Jonathan Stanley Velazquez
Kevin Benjamin Velazquez
Jeffrey Michael Veta
Jeremy Logan Villa
Don Van Vo
Ryan Thanhnhan Vo
Andy Vo
Damian Vinh Yong
Jessy Thai Vu
Lam T. Vu
Hannah Vu
Thi Anh Vu
David Wagner
Brandon Christopher Walker
Jonathan Neil Scott Whitney
Emily Mae Wilkerson
James Williams
Grant Frederick Wolf
Jeremy Wai-in Wong
Anthony Wu
Emahn Yahyapour
Tyler Thomas Yatco
Alfonse Youssef
Biana Jazmin Zdeb
Justin Jonathan Zdeb
Zhixu Zhang
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